Mixed Multiplication and Division Word Problems

Directions: Solve the word problems.

1. A teacher buys packs of markers for her class. She gets 3 packs, with 8 markers in each pack. She puts the same number of markers on each of her 4 tables. How many markers does each table get?

2. Maria gets 3 packs of frozen pizzas at the store. Each pack has 2 pizzas and each pizza has 6 slices. How many slices of pizza did Maria buy?

3. Ray and Carlos are going on a road trip. They plan 6 stops, with 50 miles of driving between each stop. If they each plan to drive the same amount of miles, how many miles will Ray drive?
ANSWER KEY

1. A teacher buys packs of markers for her class. She gets 3 packs, with 8 markers in each pack. She puts the same number of markers on each of her 4 tables. How many markers does each table get? 6 markers

2. Maria gets 3 packs of frozen pizzas at the store. Each pack has 2 pizzas and each pizza has 6 slices. How many slices of pizza did Maria buy? 36 slices

3. Ray and Carlos are going on a road trip. They plan 6 stops, with 50 miles of driving between each stop. If they each plan to drive the same amount of miles, how many miles will Ray drive? 150 miles